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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA  

  
Case No. 5:20-CR-28-MW/MJF  

  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
  
v.  
  
JAMES D. FINCH, et al.  
  

Defendant.  
                                                           /  

  
DEFENDANT FINCH’S MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT 16  

OF THE SECOND SUPERSEDING INDICTMENT   
  

Defendant James D. Finch, by and through undersigned counsel, moves 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 12 to dismiss Count 16 of the Second  

Superseding Indictment for failing to allege an offense.  The defects in the initial 

Indictment and Superseding Indictment remain, and those defects have been 

expanded and exacerbated by the Second Superseding Indictment’s charging 

Defendant Finch for the first time with Federal Programs bribery in violation of 18  

U.S.C. § 666(a)(2).  For the foregoing reasons, dismissal is required.1   

 
1 See Russell v. United States, 369 U.S. 749, 770 (1962) (“[I]t is a settled rule that a 
bill of particulars cannot save an invalid indictment.”); United States v. Hoover, 467 
F.3d 496, 498 n.2 (5th Cir. 2006) (“[A] bill of particulars cannot cure a deficient 
indictment.”).  
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I.  Procedural Background  

On November 16, 2021, the government obtained a 26-Count Second  

  
Superseding Indictment, charging a duplicitous conspiracy count.  ECF No. 214.2  

The remaining counts charge Defendants Finch and/or Anderson with honest 

services wire fraud (Counts 2–14, 20–24), theft or bribery concerning programs 

receiving federal funds (Counts 15–17), wire fraud (Counts 18–19), and making false 

statements (Counts 25–26).  Id.  The government incorporated all 122 paragraphs of 

factually duplicitous allegations in each of Counts 1–25.  Id.  

Count 16 of the Second Superseding Indictment charges Finch with violating 

18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(2), which makes punishable anyone who “corruptly gives, offers, 

or agrees to give anything of value to any person, with intent to influence or reward 

an agent of an organization or of a State, local or Indian tribal government, or any 

agency thereof, in connection with any business, transaction, or series of transactions 

of such organization, government, or agency involving anything of value of $5,000 

or more.” 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(2).    

  
2 Finch will not go into painstaking detail about the tortured history of the Second 
Superseding Indictment, from the Court’s dismissing language for vagueness to 
dismissing a count for imprecision, to dismissing a count for violating the statute of 
limitations on its face to dismissing conspiracy counts multiple times for fatal flaws 
only to have it reinstated with clear multiple and duplicitous conspiracies, to the 
government’s drafting errors to misinformation and admitted false testimony placed 
before the multiple Grand Juries.  Suffice it to say that the government has earned 
the harsh language:  “The Government’s reckless, haphazard approach is testing this 
Court’s patience.”  ECF Nos. 294, 312.  And, what saved the government from a 
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finding of intentionally misleading the Grand Jury “is the distinction between 
incompetence and malice.” Id.  Unfortunately, at this stage, the Court and the 
defendants must bear the burden of legally attempting to decipher this “reckless, 
haphazard approach.”  

2  

Specifically, Count 16 states:   
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ECF No. 214 at ¶ 133-34.  In short, this is the alleged Motorhome 666 count.2  

  
II.  Argument  

A motion to dismiss tests the legal sufficiency of an indictment.  An indictment 

must contain “a plain, concise, and definite written statement of the essential facts 

constituting the offense charged,” Fed. R. Crim. P. 7(c), and “ ‘each count of an 

indictment must be regarded as if it were a separate indictment and must stand on its 

own content without dependence for its validity on the allegations on any other count 

not expressly incorporated.’ ” United States v. Schmitz, 634 F. 3d  

1247, 1261 (11th Cir. 2011) (quoting United States v. Huff, 512 F. 2d 66, 69 (5th Cir. 

1975)).  Even when an indictment “tracks the language of the statute, ‘it must be 

accompanied with such a statement of the facts and circumstances as will inform the 

accused of the specific offense, coming under the general description, with which he 

is charged.’ ”  Schmitz, 634 F. 3d at 1261 (quoting United States v. Jordan, 582 F. 

3d 1239, 1245 (11th Cir. 2009); United States v. Bobo, 344 F. 3d 1076, 1083 (11th 

Cir. 2003)).   

 
2 To the extent that the Motion to Dismiss the False Statement count against Finch 
demonstrates the gross inconsistencies in evidence that may be relevant to the 
Court’s review of the motorhome allegations, we incorporate by reference that 
discussion of the facts.  ECF No. 331  

3  
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The requirement that an indictment charge each element of an offense extends 

to elements that are judicially imposed on a statute as well. While it often is sufficient 

for an indictment to simply track statutory language, the Supreme Court long ago 

made clear that “it is not sufficient to set forth the offence in the words of the statute, 

unless those words of themselves, fully, directly, and expressly, without any 

uncertainty or ambiguity, set forth all the elements necessary to constitute the  

4  

offence intended to be punished.” United States v. Carll, 105 U.S. 611, 612 (1881).  

 A.  Section 666 criminalizes quid pro quo bribery, not mere gratuities.   
  

Section 666 demands the government allege and ultimately prove a quid pro 

quo bribery.  Despite the similarities between the general bribery statute, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 201(b), and theft or bribery concerning federal funds, 18 U.S.C. § 666(a), a 

lopsided split has emerged about whether § 666(a) criminalizes both bribery and  

illegal gratuities.4    

We understand that at first blush, United States v. McNair, 605 F.3d 1152  

(11th Cir. 2010), and its progeny arguably allow for prosecution of a mere gratuity 

without demonstrating a specific quid pro quo bribery.  In United States v. McNair, 

the defendants argued that § 666 required proof that a benefit was exchanged for a 

specific and identifiable official act.  The court, at the outset, defined the term “quid 

pro quo” to include an “exchange for, and with the intent that, the employees  
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4 On one side of the issue is the First Circuit, which held that § 666(a) criminalizes 
only a quid pro quo and not mere gratuities.  United States v. Fernandez, 722 F.3d 
1, 26 (1st Cir. 2013); see also id. at 39-40 (Howard, J., concurring in part) 
(concluding that “because it is ambiguous whether [§ 666] criminalizes gratuity,” 
under the rule of lenity, “the defendants cannot be convicted for giving or receiving 
a gratuity”).  Likewise, the Fourth Circuit in dicta expressed agreement with the 
approach eventually taken by the First Circuit.  United States v. Jennings, 160 F.3d 
1006, 1015 & nn.3-4 (4th Cir. 1998).  The Second, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth 
Circuits have broadly concluded that § 666(a) covers both bribery and illegal 
gratuities.  See, e.g., United States v. Ganim, 510 F.3d 134, 150 (2d Cir. 2007); 
United States v. Porter, 886 F.3d 562, 565-66 (6th Cir. 2018); United States v. 
Agostino, 132 F.3d 1183, 1195 (7th Cir. 1997); United States v. Zimmerman, 509 
F.3d 920, 927 (8th Cir. 2007).  

5  

perform a specific official act.”  Id. at 1184.  The court explained that the text of § 

666 failed to include language such as, “in exchange for an official act” or “in return 

for an official act.”  Id. at 1187 (emphasis added).  The court broadly concluded that 

the corrupt intent requirement of § 666 “does not impose a specific quid pro quo 

requirement,” but then later clarified: “simply put, the government is not required to 

tie or directly link a benefit or payment to a specific official act.”  Id. at 1188 

(emphasis added).   

We further acknowledge that subsequent Eleventh Circuit courts have 

apparently followed McNair, permitting § 666 prosecutions to proceed based on 

expansive and vague bribery or gratuity theories without compelling the government 

to demonstrate a specific quid pro quo.  See United States v. Roberson, 998 F.3d  

1237 (11th Cir. 2021); United States v. Langford, 647 F.3d 1309, 1331 (11th Cir. 

2011).  But, a careful reading of McNair, Langford, and Roberson indicate that their 
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holdings were limited to whether § 666 required proof of a “specific official act.”  

See United States v. Roberson, 998 F.3d 1237, 1246-47 (11th Cir. 2021) (declining 

to extend the official act requirements and limitations in United States v. McDonnell,  

579 U.S. 550 (2016), because McNair held that § 666 had no such requirements); 

United States v. Langford, 647 F.3d 1309, 1331 (11th Cir. 2011) (“[T]here is no 

requirement in [18 U.S.C.] § 666(a)(1)(B) or (a)(2) that the government allege or 

prove an intent that a specific payment was solicited, received, or given in exchange  

6  

for a specific official act” (alteration in original) (citing McNair, 605 F.3d at 1188)).    

To the extent that the Eleventh Circuit opinion in McNair arguably suggests 

that there is no quid pro quo requirement in a § 666 prosecution, the Court of  

Appeals simply got it wrong in its analysis of § 666.  Their opinion violates clear 

United States Supreme Court precedent.  In fact, two Circuit Courts have determined 

that § 666 clearly requires a quid pro quo exchange.  See United States v. Hamilton, 

No. 21-11157, 2022 WL 3593974, at *3-8 (5th Cir. Aug. 23, 2022) (“We conclude 

that § 666 does, in fact, require a quo; a quid alone will not suffice”); United States 

v. Fernandez, 722 F.3d 1, 22 (1st Cir. 2013) (holding that § 666(a) criminalized only 

a quid pro quo and not mere gratuities); see also id. at 39-40 (Howard, J., concurring 

in part) (concluding that “because it is ambiguous whether [§ 666] criminalizes 
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gratuity,” under the rule of lenity, “the defendants cannot be convicted for giving or 

receiving a gratuity”).3    

Section 666 imposes up to ten years of imprisonment on anyone who  

“corruptly gives, offers, or agrees to give anything of value to any person, with intent 

to influence or reward an agent of an organization or of a . . . local . . . government, 

or any agency thereof, in connection with any business, transaction, or series of  

  
transactions of such organization, government, or agency involving anything of 

value of $5,000 or more.” 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(2).   

The statutory text, with its focus on “corrupt” actions undertaken with “an 

intent to influence or reward” covered agents “in connection with any business” or 

“transaction,” calls for a quid pro quo.  The thing of value (i.e., the quid) must be 

provided in connection with (pro) “business” or “transactions” (i.e., the quo), and 

the presence of a quid pro quo is what makes the arrangement “corrupt” and avoids 

making every campaign contribution or other gratuity based on past effective service 

a felonious “reward.”    

 
3 The legal distinction is critically important because the government secured the 
new § 666 charge by instructing the Grand Jury in Pensacola that the motorhome 
was a “reward that Mr. Finch gave Mrs. Anderson for voting and getting contracts 
in Lynn Haven.”  DX 8, Grand Jury Tr. at 9:6-13, Nov. 16, 2021.   

7  
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The context and origins of § 666 strongly reinforce this conclusion. Section 

666 was enacted to augment 18 U.S.C. § 201, the federal-officer corruption statute, 

and extend it, in part, to agents of state, local, tribal, and even private organizations 

that receive federal benefits.  See Salinas v. United States, 522 U.S. 52, 58 (1997). 

Section 201 generally applies only to federal officials and contains two distinct 

subsections, one proscribing quid pro quo bribery and one proscribing gratuities. See 

generally United States v. Sun–Diamond Growers of California, 526 U.S. 398, 404. 

Subsection (b) of § 201 proscribes bribery and requires a showing that something of 

value was “corruptly” given or received with intent, inter alia, “to influence any 

official act.”  Subsection (c) of § 201 proscribes gratuities and requires only a 

showing that something of value was given or received “for or because of any  

8  

official act performed or to be performed by” a public official. Section 201 makes 

clear that Congress viewed actual quid pro quo bribery and unlawful gratuities as 

very different offenses, with the former treated as a substantially more serious 

offense. Bribery carries a sentence of up to fifteen years, while providing an unlawful 

gratuity even to a high-ranking federal official carries a maximum sentence of just 

two years. See 18 U.S.C. § 201(b), -(c); Sun-Diamond, 526 U.S. at 405 (the 

respective punishments “reflect their relative seriousness”).  
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The Supreme Court has held that the key distinction between the two § 201 

crimes is the existence of a quid pro quo.  The “corruptly” and “influence” language 

in the bribery subsection requires a “quid pro quo,” meaning “a specific intent to 

give or receive something of value in exchange for an official act.” Id. at 404-05. By 

contrast, the “for or because of” language in the gratuities subsection captures 

“mere[]” rewards “for some future act that the public official will take (and may 

already have determined to take), or for a past act that he has already taken.” Id. at 

405.   

Both the language Congress borrowed from § 201 and the penalties § 666 

imposes strongly reinforce the conclusion that the latter reaches only quid pro quo 

corruption and not mere gratuities.  Congress borrowed the word “corruptly” from § 

201(b)’s prohibition on bribery and imposed a maximum sentence of ten years.  The 

former word was critical to the Supreme Court’s conclusion in Sun-Diamond that §  

9  

201(b)’s bribery prohibition requires a quid pro quo.  And, of course, that word is 

absent from § 201(c)’s less draconian prohibition on gratuities.  Congress’s 

deliberate action in borrowing a phrase that demands a corrupt exchange plainly 

supports reading § 666 to reach only quid pro quo corruption.  See United States v. 

Fernandez, 722 F.3d 1, 22 (1st Cir. 2013); see also United States v. Grace, 568 

F.App’x 344, 350 (5th Cir. 2014) (noting that “[t]he decisive factor” under § 666 is 
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“that the public official has ‘corruptly entered into a quid pro quo, knowing that the 

purpose behind the payment that he has received, or agreed to receive, is to induce 

or influence him in an official act’ ”).  The use of the word “corruptly” in § 666(a) 

“brought the statute closer to § 201’s bribery provision,” § 201(b), which punishes 

one who “corruptly gives, offers or promises anything of value to any public 

official.”  Fernandez, 722 F.3d at 22; 18 U.S.C. § 201(b).  

The penalties imposed for a violation of § 666 underscore that Congress was 

targeting quid pro quo corruption, rather than capriciously punishing gratuities to 

nonfederal officers five times more severely than comparable gratuities for federal 

officers.  The ten-year maximum sentence Congress chose for violations of § 666 

comes much closer to the fifteen-year maximum sentence for quid pro quo bribes of 

federal officials than the much lower two-year maximum for gratuities directed at 

federal officials.  Given that § 201 is generally limited to federal officials, while § 

666 extends not just to state, local, and tribal officials but to nongovernmental  

10  

officials who work for numerous private organizations that need only receive modest 

amounts of federal benefits, a congressional decision to treat bribery of federal 

officials slightly more severely than comparable efforts to bribe the wide range of 

agents within the ambit of § 666 makes perfect sense.  In short, if the punishment is 
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to fit the crime, then the crime punished by § 666 is quid pro quo corruption and not 

mere gratuities.  

Making matters worse, in contrast to § 201(c), the broader range of agents 

covered by § 666 include countless state, local, and tribal officials who stand for 

election and receive campaign contributions that are both constitutionally protected 

and easily characterized as gratuitous rewards for past actions. Restricting § 666 to 

quid pro quo bribery eliminates the countless dubious and/or constitutionally 

problematic applications that would be entailed by a gratuity prohibition applicable 

to more than a million agents of hundreds of thousands of different governments and 

organizations. Cf. Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 408-09 (2010) (limiting 

honest-services fraud to bribery and kickbacks to avoid vagueness concerns).  

Two additional principles strongly support limiting § 666 to quid pro quo 

bribery.  First, federal criminal statutes “must be read consistent with principles of 

federalism inherent in our constitutional structure.” Bond v. United States, 572 U.S. 

844, 856 (2014). “[T]raditional state authority” extends not only to “the punishment 

of local criminal activity,” id. at 858, but also to the “regulat[ion]” of “the  

11  

permissible scope of interactions between state officials and their constituents,” 

McDonnell, 579 U.S. at 576. Thus, in the absence of a clear statement to the contrary, 

courts must choose a “more limited interpretation” of federal criminal statutes—and 
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especially federal public-corruption statutes—rather than construe them “ ‘in a 

manner that leaves [their] outer boundaries ambiguous and involves the Federal 

Government in setting standards’ of ‘good government for local and state officials.’ 

” Id.; see also Bond, 572 U.S. at 858 (“[I]f the Federal Government would ‘radically 

readjust the balance of state and national authority, those charged with the duty of 

legislating must be reasonably explicit’ about it.”).    

Second, if the Court had any lingering doubt, the rule of lenity should resolve 

it. Under that “venerable” doctrine, “ambiguous criminal laws [must] be interpreted 

in favor of the defendants subjected to them,” in part because “no citizen should be  

. . . subjected to punishment that is not clearly prescribed.” United States v. Santos, 

553 U.S. 507, 514 (2008). Whatever else can be said about § 666(a), it does not 

unambiguously prohibit gratuities, which is enough to limit it to quid pro quo 

bribery.  See Fernandez, 722 F.3d at 40 (Howard, J., concurring part and concurring 

in the judgment) (applying rule of lenity because “it is ambiguous whether Section 

666 criminalizes gratuities”).  

Count 16 does not sufficiently allege a legally cognizable claim of quid pro 

quo bribery, for the same reasons the honest services fraud counts (Counts 1–14)  

12  
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fail.  For the sake of brevity, we incorporate by reference Defendant Finch’s 

arguments that the allegations within the Second Superseding Indictment fail to 

sufficiently allege an illegal quid pro quo.  See ECF No. 330 at 11-20.   

Finally, even if the Eleventh Circuit’s vague, expansive, broad-sweeping 

analysis of § 666 in McNair constrains this Court, there are additional unique facts 

and circumstances of this case that require dismissal of the tortured § 666 count, as 

further explained below.  

B. Section 666 requires that the commission of a crime occur within a 
one-year period.   

  
Because § 666 is tied to the Spending Power and designed to protect federal 

funds, there is a temporal nexus between the relevant agency’s receipt of the requisite 

federal funds and the alleged bribery. The bribery offense conduct of § 666(a) applies 

only “if the circumstance described in subsection (b) of this section exists.” 18 

U.S.C. § 666(a). “The circumstance referred to in subsection (a) of this section is 

that the organization, government, or agency receives, in any one-year period, 

benefits in excess of $10,000 under a Federal program involving a grant, contract, 

subsidy, loan, guarantee, insurance, or other form of Federal assistance.” 18 U.S.C. 

§ 666(b). Section 666(d)(5) further clarifies that the term “in any one-year period” 

addressed in § 666(b) “means a continuous period that commences no earlier than 

twelve months before the commission of the offense or that ends no later than twelve 

months after the commission of the offense.”  
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13  

The government must prove that the relevant government agency, here the 

City of Lynn Haven, received the requisite $10,000 in benefits under a federal 

program “during a twelve-month period encompassing the charged conduct.” United 

States v. Smith, 804 F.3d 724, 728 (5th Cir. 2015); see United States v. Jackson, 313 

F.3d 231, 235 (5th Cir. 2012) (“The one-year period may be any continuous 

twelvemonth period that includes the commission of the offense. This is an exact 

numeric minimum per year that must be supported by record evidence.”).  Similarly, 

the Sixth Circuit has explained that “[b]ecause Congress used verbs in the present 

tense in this statute, it indicated that the ‘commission’ of the [crime] must be 

completed within a one-year period of time.” United States v. Valentine, 63 F.3d 459, 

463 (6th Cir.  

1995); see United States v. Doty, No. 2:18-cr-34, 2018 WL 3420812, at *3 (S.D. W. 

Va. July 13, 2018) (“[T]he ‘commission of the offense,’ . . . ‘must fall within a 

oneyear period.’ ”) (citations omitted). The Seventh Circuit reached the same 

conclusion in United States v. Yashar, 166 F.3d 873, 879 n.3 (7th Cir. 1999).  

The government tries to shoehorn over six years of activities alleged within 

Count 1 into a single one-year period in Count 16.  Among the flaws in Count 16 is 

the fact that the prosecution cuts out the beginning of the alleged bribery scheme.  

Count 1 claims that the bribery began on or “about August 1, 2015.”  ECF No. 214 
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¶ 124.  Count 2 does not offer a different genesis for the alleged scheme; it merely 

alleges a different period “beginning February 13, 2018.”  Id. ¶ 134.   

14  

Surely, such a pleading approach violates the one-year rule.  Valentine, 63 

F.3d at 464 (reversing convictions because “the indictment improperly included 

numerous incidents of theft over a three-year period as did the evidence presented at 

trial”).  If whenever a crime exceeds the one-year requirement, the prosecution could 

merely choose to selectively plead only what transpired within some narrower 

oneyear period, the rule itself would become meaningless. A bar that the prosecution 

can always plead around is no bar at all, and that would greatly expand the scope of 

federal jurisdiction, disrupting the federal–state balance, and offend the rule of lenity.   

 C.  Count 16 should be dismissed as inconsistent with Count 1.  
  

The Fifth and Sixth Amendments require that an indictment provide notice of 

charges that “sufficiently apprises the defendant of what he must be prepared to 

meet” at trial. Russell v. United States, 369 U.S. 749, 763 (1962); see, e.g., United 

States v. Outler, 659 F.2d 1306, 1310 n.5 (5th Cir. Unit B 1981) (“The defendant 

must be informed of which transaction, or facts, give rise to the alleged offense.”).4  

 
4 See, e.g., United States v. Haymond, 139 S. Ct. 2369, 2376 (2019) (“In the early 
Republic, if an indictment or ‘accusation . . . lack[ed] any particular fact which the 
laws ma[d]e essential to the punishment,’ it was treated as ‘no accusation’ at all.” 
(alteration in original) (quoting 1 J. Bishop, Criminal Procedure § 87, at 55 (2d ed. 
1872))); Almendarez-Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224, 228 (1998) (“An 
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Consequently, “[a] count of an indictment is ‘repugnant’ and must be dismissed if 

there is a ‘contradiction between material allegations’ in the count.” United States v. 

Cisneros, 26 F. Supp. 2d 24, 52 (D.D.C. 1998) (quoting United States v. Briggs, 54 

F. Supp. 731, 732 (D.D.C. 1944)).  The reason for dismissing the charge is that the 

inconsistency prevents the defendants from anticipating the evidence that will be 

used at trial and preparing to meet it. See United States v. Cantrell, 612 F.2d 509,  

511 (10th Cir. 1980) (dismissing count); United States v. Conde, 309 F. Supp. 2d 

510, 512 (S.D.N.Y 2003) (dismissing count because otherwise “defendant’s ability 

to prepare for trial would be seriously impaired”); United States v. Eason, 434 F. 

Supp. 1217, 1221 (W.D. La. 1977) (where government presented three inconsistent 

charges, government was ordered to elect which two to dismiss).  

The inconsistencies between Count 16 and Count 1 are apparent.  The critical 

factor in any bribery case is the date and establishment of an agreement, and the 

government claims that the Count 1 conspiracy was reached more than two years 

before the allegations in Count 2 even begin.  It is not alleged nor is it possible that 

the exact same quos (official acts related to specific matters, to wit, “Finch’s business  

 
indictment must set forth each element of the crime that it charges.”); United States 
v. Matthews, 178 F.3d 295, 301 (5th Cir. 1999) (vacating conviction where element 
was not included in the indictment); United States v. Kingrea, 573 F.3d 186, 193 
(4th Cir. 2009) (“ ‘[A] sufficient indictment must contain the elements of the offense  

15  
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and apprise the defendant of the nature of the charge.’ While the notice requirement 
is based on a defendant’s ‘Sixth Amendment right to be informed of the nature and 
cause of the accusation,’ the requirement that all elements of the offense be present 
in the indictment ‘derives from the Fifth Amendment, which requires that the grand 
jury have considered and found all elements to be present.’ ” (quoting United States 
v. Hooker, 841 F.2d 1225, 1230 (4th Cir. 1988)) (en banc).  

16  

interests”) were bought with different bribes. Yet, Count 16 claims those quos  

(business, transactions, or series of transaction) were bought in the time frame of 

February 13, 2018, through February 12, 2019, while Count 1 says that the same 

quos were bought with “things of value”—including the same motorhome— 

beginning 30 months earlier in August 2015 and made through November 16, 2021, 

33 months after.  The government cannot expand and contract the timeline to satisfy 

the one-year rule.  The facts are the facts, and the government is not entitled to argue 

more than one set of facts at a time.  

D. Count 16 should be dismissed for failing to identify the alleged 
federal “benefit” exceeding $10,000, as § 666 requires.   

  
 Section 666 criminalizes bribery of “an agent of a[] . . . local . . . government, or any 

agency thereof,” 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(2), provided the local government or agency 

“receives, in any one year period, benefits in excess of $10,000 under a Federal 

program involving a grant, contract, subsidy, loan, guarantee, insurance, or other 

form of Federal assistance,” id. § 666(b) (emphasis added). Section 666(c) excludes 

from that $10,000 threshold any “bona fide salary, wages, fees, or other 
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compensation paid, or expenses paid or reimbursed, in the usual course of business.”  

Here, neither the language in Count 16 nor the 122 incorporated paragraphs identify 

an alleged federal “benefit” exceeding $10,000.    

In Fischer v. United States, 529 U.S. 667 (2000), the Supreme Court made 

clear that the word “benefits” in § 666 does not include all federal funds and that an  

17  

examination of the relevant funds is necessary to determine whether the “benefits” 

element has been proven.  Although “[a]ny receipt of federal funds can, at some level 

of generality, be characterized as a benefit,” the Supreme Court explained, that 

reading “would turn almost every act of fraud or bribery into a federal offense, 

upsetting the proper federal balance.” Id. at 681.  Accordingly, “[t]he statute does 

not employ this broad, almost limitless use of the term.” Id.  

The Supreme Court rejected “the Government’s broader position” that  

“whether an organization receives ‘benefits’ within the meaning of § 666(b)” simply  

“turns on whether the Federal Government was the source of the payment.” Id. at 

677. Instead, the Court explained, determining whether funds are “benefits” requires 

closely examining the relevant federal “program’s structure, operation, and 

purpose,” as well as scrutinizing “the conditions under which the organization 

receives the federal payments.” Id. at 681; see also United States v. McLean, 802 

F.3d 1228, 1240 (11th Cir. 2015) (explaining that “to constitutionally cabin § 666” 

requires evaluating “a federal program’s ‘structure, operation, and purpose’ to 
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determine if the federal receipts qualify as benefits”).  The “[f]ailure to conduct this 

necessary investigation violates Fischer’s admonition that § 666 is not a boundless 

statute that applies to virtually every state bribery or fraud case.” McLean, 802 F.3d 

at 1240.    

Here, Count 16 includes an unspecific legal conclusion that the City of Lynn  

18  

Haven received benefits in excess of $10,000 under a federal program.  ECF No. 214 

¶ 134.  Although Count 16 “tracks the language of the statute, ‘it must be 

accompanied with such a statement of the facts and circumstances as will inform the 

accused of the specific offense, coming under the general description, with which he 

is charged.”  Schmitz, 634 F. 3d at 1259-60 (quoting United States v. Jordan, 582 

F.3d 1239, 1245 (11th Cir. 2009); United States v. Bobo, 344 F.3d 1076, 1083 (11th 

Cir. 2003)).  The specific identification of the federal “benefit” in the charging 

document is necessary so the defendant can be apprised of what he must be prepared 

to meet at trial.  See Russell, 369 U.S. at 763 (1962).  

This requirement is reinforced by the First Circuit’s decision in United States 

v. Bravo-Fernandez, 913 F.3d 244 (1st Cir. 2019).  The First Circuit held that 

affirming a § 666 conviction based on a stipulation that “made no reference to  

‘benefits’ or, for that matter, to any federal program”—but instead merely stated that 

“Puerto Rico received over $4.7 billion in federal funds”—would “contravene the 
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government’s burden to put forth evidence about the federal program’s ‘structure, 

operation, and purpose’ in order to make ascertainable whether an entity received 

‘benefits’ ” Id. at 248, 251. The government’s failure to identify a specific program 

left a “gaping hole in its case.” Id. at 248.  The First Circuit reversed the conviction 

in light of the government’s evidentiary burden: “[W]ithout reference to a specific 

federal program it is not only difficult but impossible” to satisfy Fischer, for the  

19  

stipulation did not “supply[] . . . answers” to questions concerning how the funds 

necessarily constituted “benefits” within the meaning of § 666.  Id. at 250.  

Concluding that the government does not need to identify essential facts to 

support the jurisdictional requirements of § 666 would convert the statute into a 

plenary license for federal prosecutors to indict and oversee all allegations of public 

corruption in the nation.  Thousands of municipalities, some far smaller than the City 

of Lynn Haven, may “receive” federal funding.  But, if merely alleging the receipt 

of $10,000 without more is enough to satisfy § 666’s benefits requirement, with no 

regard for the separation of powers and responsibilities within those jurisdictions, 

then no alleged local corruption will be too small to avoid federal supervision.  

Accordingly, Count 16 should be dismissed for failing to state an offense and to 

allege specific jurisdictional facts in support of the charge for federal programs 

bribery.   
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III.  Conclusion  

If Count 16 is permitted to charge an illegal gratuity under § 666 and the 

government need not allege or prove an actual quid pro quo bribe or an official act 

quo, then § 666 is truly boundless, and decades of federal prosecutions asserting 

expansive theories under other statutes and Supreme Court cases reining in those 

prosecutions were all beside the point. Because that cannot plausibly be what 

Congress intended with respect to § 666, and because the Constitution would not  

20  

countenance such a result in all events, Count 16 should be dismissed.    

Even if left unstrained, Count 16 of the Second Superseding Indictment is 

legally defective and should be dismissed for violating § 666’s one-year rule, arguing 

and incorporating inconsistent and conflicting allegations, and failing to identify the 

federal “benefit” that exceeds $10,000.     

  

LOCAL RULE 7.1(F) CERTIFICATION  

Pursuant to Local Rule 7.1(F), the undersigned certifies that this motion 

contains 5,074 words pursuant to the word count provided by Microsoft Word.  
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LOCAL RULE 7.1(K) REQUEST FOR HEARING  

Pursuant to Local Rule 7.1(K), Defendant James D. Finch respectfully 

requests that the Court set this matter for hearing because oral argument would assist 

the Court in resolving the issues raised in this Motion to Dismiss.  The undersigned 

estimates that the defense would need approximately 45 minutes for argument 

regarding Count 16.    
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Respectfully submitted,  
  

  /s/ Guy A. Lewis  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on September 12, 2022, I electronically filed the 

foregoing document with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF and that a true and 

correct copy of the foregoing has been served electronically via the CM/ECF System 

on all counsel of record.  

  

/s/ Guy A. Lewis  
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